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INTRODUCTION
The Nascom Network is a global point —to—point ground communications sys-
tem developed to support manned space flight and unmanned scientific satellite
missions, of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration of the United
States of America. Tracking stations and NASA facilities around the world are
interconnected by long line communications circuits using a combination of
satellites, submarine and landline cables, and microwave segments. Dedicated
individual circuits carry teletype, voice or high —speed data or a combination
of these in -taltime support of NASA's missions. The hub of this system is
the message switching conputer and other eonferencing, monitoring and patching
facilities at the Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD.
GENERAL
This report presents a performance analysis of these Naseom Network
circuits, and it is prepared and distributed monthly using data accumulated
through :he last day of the month preceding its cover date. An objective of
99.80 percent availability has been established for all network circuits and
an acceptable level of 99.50. A network narrative summary for the current
month is presented first, which includes changes in network configurations,
current month's totals for modes of service and trouble category losses, a
discussion of trends, and significant losses that affected the performance
inAt xes of individual or groups of circuits. This is followed by a table
and narrative summary of those circuits that failed to meet the objective.
Lost time and interruption tables showing All circuits affected by outages,
by trouble category, with their total time and events, scheduled operating
hours, And individual availability indexes also are presented. A special
presentation is made on selected circuits (Selected Circuits Analysis) whose
s ysil&bilities have or continue to affect the overall network availability.
DEF[NITION OF TERMS
Narr,.tive and tabulAr data are given in alphanumeric order by the Sao-
grAphic location of the circuits' terminal points. Circuits which connect
Goddard (GSFC) directly with a tracking station, switching cclaLcr, or other
facility_ are listed under the appropriate geographic name of the terminal,
such as. "Houston (JSC)" or "Canherra." Circuits which connect GSFC with more
than one terminal location are listed under a joint heading, such as "Cape
CanaverAl XY S Houston (JSC)." Those facil i ties which are served b y A switch-
ing center or patch facilit y other than G SFC are shown under their terminal
location followed by A "i" and the name of a facilit y that serves them. such
as, "Canberra STDN (Orroral Valley)/Canherra." Further, when circuits are
routed by designAted s ystems, they are so indicated by a notation such As "via
COMPAC" or of 	 INTELSAT." In addition, when there is more than one activity
At the same geographic location, the activity Is designated in parenthesis,
such as "Cambridge (MIT)" or "Cambridge (SAO)." This same determination
applies when the activity may be better known by Another more common name,
such as "ClevelAnd (Lewis Research Center)."
The terms "transmit" And "receive," when used, denote trAnsmi4sion to and
reception from A "terminal paint" with t7SFC or the ,i&med intermediAte switching;
center As the initial print. Prier to December l U ' ) , lost time Anti s.--heduled
1
e figuresoperating hours were calculated on each path (TX/RR) individually. Th 
shown in this report reflect a combination of both paths on each circuit..
AVAILABILITY FORMULAE AND CALCULATIONS
Operational availability, as used in this report, is defined as the
-probability that a system or equipment, when used under stated conditions and
in an actual supply environment, shall operate satisfactorily at any given
time. The following formulae were used to obtain the availability parameters:
Ao r,TBCMBA ++ 
MDT x 100	 or; Uptimep i	
x 100
+Downtime 	 ,
where MTBCMA is defined as Mean-Time-Between-Corrective-Maintenance-Actions and
MDT is defined as Mean Downtime, including supply downtime and administrative
downtime during the same time interval. The term Corrective-Maintenance-Action
(CMA;, as used in this text, denotes any action to restore an interrupted circuit
or • y ptem and is classified as belonging to one of the ten trouble categories
dctiaad within this report.
Previous availability reports presented a parameter that the Network Review
S Analysis Section, in generating subsequent data, should define. Particular note
should be taken of the distinction made between Mean-Time-To-Restore (MTTRes) and
Mean-Time-To-Repair (MTTR). In the vast majority of cases, telephone administra-
tions support operating equipment with either local or centralized inventories of
spare units, and the "repair" function is very rarely involved in the restoration
of service. In future discussions, the MTTRes term is used to indicate the time
required to obtain a replacement unit from stock including all delay times such
as awaiting transportation, weather, higher priority work, etc. Thf! 4TTR defines
the time required to physically repair the defective unit usually at a distant
facility and does not reflect RF anomalies, no trouble found or other categories
where a unit was not at fault but a degradation of service was evident. Future
reports will reveal the MTTRes baseline data as a more meaningful statistic than
MTTR.
DATA SOURCES
The data or information used in preparing this report has been obtained
from the Nascom Network Trouble Tickets (GSFC Form 840-7), NASA Circuit Logs
(GSFC Form 22-8T), and Daily Communication Reports (DCR). They provide most of
the data or information used in the Availability Report. Whenever an ambiguity
appears between the Trouble Tickets and a DCR, or in any of the other data
sources, Network Review and Analysis Section personnel contact the site or
station. involved to clarify, correct, or reconcile the data. Further, failures
and lcFses that involve domestic and/or international record carriers are
discussed and reconciled prior to their use in this report.
To provide a "common denominator" for recording and interpreting trouble
areas, various categories have been devised. Incidents are classified on this
basis, and on the basis of mode of operation, permitting interruption patterns
to be determined quantitatively. The category and mode designations are shown
in the Trouble Category Legend.
Comments, questions or conflicts concerning data used in this report should
be directed to the Ford Aerospace & Communications Corporation, 4920 Niagara Road,
College Park, Maryland 20740, Attention: Supervisor, Network Review & Analysis.
Request for additional copies, or t3 be added to or deleted from the mailing list
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SUMMARY OF NASCOM NETWORK PERFORMANCE FOR APRIL, 1983
DATA DISCUSSION
The network availability increased from 99.45 percent to 99.75 percent for the
month of April; it averaged 99.74 percent for the past 12 months.
The number of active circuits increased from 630 to 646 in April. The individual
circuit modes were 248 for analog voice grade; 193 for analog voice/data; 65
for digital wideband data; 54 for teletype; 52 for digital narrowband data; 13
for analog wideband data; 13 for analog narrowband data; 5 for video; and 2
for facsimile.
Interruptions to service were incurred by 188 circuits during 449465:46 hours
of scheduled operating time and resulted in a combined lost service of 1,113:47
hours. The April lost time was distributed among seven of the nine modes of
service in the following manner: 320:10 hours on 45 analog voice grade
circuits; 45:56 hours on 12 teletype circuits; 235:18 hours on 74 analog
alternate voice/data circuits; 145:19 hours on 24 digital narrowband data
circuits; 270:51 hours on 30 digital wideband data circuits; 75:07 hours on
one video circuit; and 21:06 hours on 2 analog narrowband data circuit.
Lost time was incurred in nine of the ten trouble categories with the largest
being 760:49 hours for leased system fault. This represents 68.85 percent of
total outage time. The other totals were 51:51 hours, 4.65 percent for acts
of nature damage; 206:57 hours, 18:58 percent for carrier control time; 41:53
hours, 3:76 percent for undetermined causes; 6:11 hours, 0.03 percent for
government equipment fault; 4:50 hours, 0.43 percent for electrical power;
3:02 hours, 0.27 percent for man-made damage; 24:12 hours, 2.17 percent for
radio frequency anomalies; and 14:02 hours, 1.26 percent for government
facilities.
Of the 188 circuits that incurred lost time, 101 had operational availabilities
below those specified for their transmission media, (as defined on page 1).
They involved service to 79 stations and their combined total lost time of
106:02 hours represented 95.71 percent of the network outage.
An outage of approximately 40 minutes commencing 1905Z on 10 April affected 12
circuits due to a microwave failure between Greenbelt, Maryland and Garden
City, Virginia. The 12 circuits had a combined lost time of 7:48 hours.
A noise problem on the RCA-F2 satellite receiver commencing 2053Z, 27 April,
affected GWAV-8092 which could noc meet signal-to-noise ratio specifications.
It was later found that 34 additional circuits were affected by the noise which
caused the commercial carrier to switch to the F1 satellite, transponder 17.
The combined lost time due to the interference was approximately 615:08
hours.





The network was affected on 26 April due to the commercial carrier working on
a different baseband in Alcantana. Spain. The disruption caused a 24 minute
outage on 21 circuits for a total lost time of 8:24 hours.
Several sites throughout the network were impaired by commercial power failures
which affected leased circuit operations. The sites were: Morse earth
station on 29 April for 13 minutes; power fluctuations at Gandoul earth
station on 6 April for 6 minutes; power failure at Gilmore Creek on 10 April
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Figure 2: Stiimmary
The graph above shows the network availability monthly plots for the past 12
consecutive months; X%y 1982 to April 1983; and includes the respective linear
regression trend. The availability plot for April ( 99.75X) did not meet the
network objective nor did the 12 month mean, 99.739%. The unfavorable trend
will continue to be influenced by the March 1983 plot ( 99.45X) due to "Acts of
Nature Damages." The NASCOM support availability towards STS -6 in April was
99.756% which appears compatible to the netowrk as a whole. Refer to last















ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL CIRCUITS 	 PA*E 19
OF POOR' QUALITY
GENERAL
This section of the report examines the performance of individual cir-
cuits as compared to the overall performance objective.
A table of circuits that failed is presented first, showing their
respective current month's availability percent, the percentage difference
between their current month's figure and the objective, and the number of
consecutive months the circuit has failed, as shown in Table I. This is
followed by the Individual Circuit Summaries which presents an analysis in
narrative form of these circuits for the current month. In general, the
discussions are limited to significant losses (1:00 hour or greater) with
reasons and locations of failures and their affect on the overall performance
of the circuit.
Also presented in this section is Table II showing all circuits with lost
time recorded against them defined by trouble category with their availability
percents and the average duration (Mean Time To Restore) of their respective
failures. This is followed by Tables IIIA and IIIB depicting loss time by
trouble category for each mode of service.
Table I

















Ascension Island via Etam GDA-58573 VDA 99.31 .49 2
(IS IV A F-1)
Ascension Island via Andover WUI-175 WDD 99.19 .61 2
(WESTAR/IS V F-2)
-197 WDD 99.56 .24 2
-198 WDD 99.47 .33 2
Bermuda Island via Andover GDA-58550 VDA 97.86 1.94 4
(IS V F-1)
-58552 VDA 98.31 1.49 1
Bermuda Island via Andover WUI-194 WDD 99.76 .04 2
(WESTAR 6 IS V F-2)
Bermuda Island via Manahawkin GDA-58440 VDA 99.06 .74 1
Sub Cable
-59211 VDA 99.36 .44 1
Bethesda (Mr. Beggs) 74PL-26479 VOC 93.56 6.24 1
Boulder (Univ of Colo-Lasp) GDA-58992 DDS 97.83 1.97 3
-58993 DDS 97.85 1.95 3
Canberra via Jamesburg GP-59469 VOC 99.69 .11 1
(IS IV A F-8)
Canberra via Paumalu GW-58347 WDD 99.79 .01 1
(COMSTAR b IS 'IV A F-6
Canberra via San Fr4ncisco GDA-58419 VDA 99.61 .19 2
(M3/COMPAC Cables)
-58474 VDA 98.61) 1.20 1
Canberra DSS-43 (Tidbinbilla)/ NCV-204 VDA 95.96 3.84 1
Canberra
Cape Canaveral AFS (RTCS)/ GDA-58732 DDS 99.09 .71 1
Houston (JSC)





















Lakar via Etam (IS ''IV A F-1) GDA-58940 VDA 99.72 .08 12
Dakar via Etam (WESTAR b WUI-182 WDD 92.48 7.32 6
IS IV A F-1) -183 WDD 92.48 7.32 1
-184 WDD 92.48 7.32 3
Darmstadt (ESRO)/Madrid TGDR-1 TTY 99.39 .41 1
Downey (RI)/Houston (JSC) GP-58560 VOC 99.32 .48 1
Dryden-Goldstone-Houston GWAV-80=12 VID 89.57 10.23 1
,Iuntsville-Kauai-Kennedy
Dryden FRC (BTCF)/Houston GP-58984 VOC 97.09 2.71 2
(JSC) -58585 VOC 99.70 .10 1
-589:5 VOC 99.92 .88 1
Dryden FRC ;BTCF) /Pasadena 7GT-353 TTY 99.54 .26 1
WCSC
Goldstone GDA-58582 VDA 99.53 .27 3
Goldstone/Pasadena WCSC GDA-58270 VDA 99.50 .30 1
-58271 VDA 99.45 .35 1
7GT-339 TTY 91.79 2.01 3
Greenbelt (GSFC) 6 Houston NAX-8213 WDD 97.35 2.45 1
(.; SC) /White Sands (NGT)
Houston (JSC) GD-58539 DDS 99.74 .06 1
-58923 TTY 99.78 .02 1
-58924 TTY 99.78 .02 1
-59112 TTY 99.47 .33 1
-58597 VOC 99.69 .11 1
N-66001 VOC 99.62 .18 2
-66002 V;:C 98.19 1.61 2
-66003 '10C 94.19 5.61 2
Houston (JSC; via SATCOM GNAV-8054 VOC 99.78 .02 2
-8059 VOC 99.69 .11 1
Houston (JSC) via WESTAR GDJS-800032 WDD 99.51 .29 1
Houston (JSC) & Washington GP-59125 VOC 99.52 .28 1
D.C. (NASA Headquarters)
Huntington Beach (MCD)/ 7GDP-89 VDA 99.26 -.54 1
Pasadena WCSC
Huntsville (MSFC)/Houston GP-58838 VOC 99.51 .29 1
(JSC)
Kauai via Hawley-Sunset GDA-58423 VDA 99.52 .28 1
Beach (COMSTAR)
Kauai via San Francisco (M3 GDA-58553 DDS 98.33 1.47 7
Cable)
London Switching Center GDA-58689 VDA 98.41 1.39 3
London Switching Center/ DPLR-3 VDA 99.35 .45 3
Madrid via Algorta
London Switching Center/ DPLR-4 VDA 99.42 .38 2
Madrid via Bilbao XPLR-1 VDA 98.85 .95 2
Madrid via Etam (WESTAR & E-1044 WDD 98.75 1.05 6
IS V F-3) WL'I-188 WDD 99.25 .55 1






















Madrid via Andover-Aguimes WUI-199 WDD 98.59 1.21 12
(WESTAR 6 IS V F-2)
Madrid via TAT-5 Cable GDA-58456 VDA 98.11 1.69 5
-58651 DDS 99.46 .74 3
-58652 VDA -x.65 .15 12
Madrid via TAT-6 Cable GDA••58447 VDA 99.60 .20 2
-59053 DDS 99.71 .09 3
Merritt Island GDA-58477 VDA 99.67 .13 2
Lerritt Island via WESTAR WDMI-800024 WDD 99.51 .29 1
Moffett Field (ARC)/Pasadena GDA-58268 DDS 97.34 2.46 Z
WCSC -58269 DDS 97.56 2.24 4
-59379 DDS 99.51 .29 4
-58632 DDS 98.40 1.40 2
GP-58226 VOC 99.60 .20 1
NST-3013 TTY 99.5' .28 2
Pasadena WCSC GDA-58532 DDS 99.37 .43 1
-58620 VDA 99.79 .01 2
-58623 DDS 99.61 .19 3
-58624 DDS 99.78 .02 3
-58692 VDA 95.28 4.52 1
-58694 VDA 99.79 .01 3
Pasadena WCSC via SATCOM GWDD-5372 WDD 98.90 .90 6
Rendondo Beach (TRW CTV) 00-58281 DDS 99.47 .33 1
Santiago via Etam (WFSTAR L-1329 WDD 99.35 .45 1
6 IS V F-3) WUI-190 WDD 99.39 .41 1
-191 WDD 99.45 .35 1
Sioux Falls (EROS)/GSFC CD-58420 DDS 97.66 2.14 1
(Bldg 23) `P-58421 VOC 99.58 .22 1
Sunnyvale (AFSCF)/Pasadena 7GT-354 TTY 99.64 .16 2
WCSC
Toulouse (CNES)/Madrid TGTR-1 TTY 99.70 .10
Vandenberg AFB (WSMC)/ GDA-58722 VDA 99.79 .01 1
Pasadena WCSC
Washington D.C. (ISCC) 74FD-7248 DAT 97.11 2.69 1
Washington (,NASA HQS) 74GL-25296 VOC 85.51 14.29 2
Wessling (GSOCC)/Madrid TGFR-1 TTY 99.39 .41
White Sands (TDRSS/NGT) GDA-58578 VDA 99.46 .34 l
-58890 VDA 99.50 .30 1
-58891 VDA 99.15 .65 1
GP-58487 VOC 98.36 1.44 1
-58618 VOC 99.49 .31 2
-58619 VOC 99.53 .27 1
-58887 VOC 98.89 .91 1
-58888 VOC 98.80 1.00 2
Lite
-58889 VOC 98.63 1.17 1







ASCENSION ISLAND via ETAM (IS IV A F-1) - GDA-58573.
The circuit experienced seven interruptions in April and it appears that six
CMA's occurred during shurtle support. The trouble narratives indicate
transmission level adjustments to restore service with the exception of the
seventh CMA, on 18 April for 2:08 hours, due to a faulty wiring option.
BERMUDA ISLAND via ANDOVER (IS IV F-2) - GDA-58550.
There were six outages in April on -58550 with a combined lost time of 15:25
hours. One action was related to tracking problems at Bermuda, and the other
five were 'open' conditions due to a mispatch, 'pulled' equalizers, or
ITT-Washington related.
BOULDER (UNIV. OF COLORADO-LASP) - GDA-58992 -58993.
Both circuits had seven outages, respectively, in April and appear to be
random disruptions. Three of the seven CMA's were a result of carrier failures
along the GSFC/LASP link, another three indicated unable to pass data with no
positive restorative actions, and the seventh CMA on 15 April for 0:46 hours
due to a mud slide in West Virginia.
CHILTON (IRAS CC) - WUI-186.
The digital wideband data circuit experienced four breaks in service during
April. One failure occurred during STS-6 support, 5 April 15302, but was
unisolated. The other three failures were random. Total combined outage time
was 12:38 hours which calculates to a mean-restore-time of 3.16 hours and is
unfavorable in support of network operations.
DAKAR via ETAM (WESTAR & IS IVA) - WUI-182, 183R, & 184R.
Power problems at the Gandoul earth station (Dakar, Africa) on 6 April for 6
minutes affected all three circuits. In addition, all circuits were disrupted
on 19 April for 5:40 hours due to a bad up-converter card. The 6 CMA's had a
combined lost time of 17:18 hours.
DARMSTADT (ESRO)/MADRID - TGDR-1.
The circuit experienced five outages in April and all are related to carrier
system problems. Four of those CMA's are distinctly related to the Madrid
facility. The circuit has an April availability of 99.39% due to a total of
4:24 outage hours.
LONDON SWITCHING CENTER/MADRID via ALGORTA - DPLR-3.
The alternate voice/data circuit had 11 interruptions in April but were raa4om






LONDON SWITCHING CENTER/MADRID via BILBAO -XPLR-1.
It appears that the outages on XP-1 are similar to those aforementioned on
DP-3. There were 9 CMA's during April accruing 8:15 hours. A bad jumper in
London on 12 April for 3:05 hours was restored after the circuit was reported
open.
MADRID via ETAM (WESTAR b IS V) - E-1044.
The digital wideband data circuit linking GSFC/Madrid experienced 12 CMA's for
9:00 hours in April. It appears that 11 of these outages were in the European
area and 9 of the 12 were Satcom/mux failures. The circuit has exhibited low
availability statistics for the last 6 consecutive months.
MADRID via ETAM (WESTARb IS V) - WUI-188R, 189R, 6 199.
WUI-189 and -199 had seven outages in April while -188 experienced eight
failures. It appears that all of the circuits were affected at a systems
level because the restorative actions for each are similar. The most signifi-
cant outage occurred 23 April at 2009Z for 3:47 hours due to satellite inter-
ference. Total lost time for the 22 CMA's is 21:00 hours.
MADRID via TAT-5 CABLE - GDA-58456.
There were 13 CMA's in April accounting for 13:38 hours. The circuits' April
availability is 98.11% based on 720.0 operational hours. A foreign tone on
the circuit 1 April incapacitated its operations 1:03 hours. Other outages
iadicate that noise and transmission levels are not within tolerance. Noise
bursts on 29 April accrued 4:12 hours and another 3:05 hours on the 30th due
to high levels from an adjacent channel in Greenhill, Rhode Island.
WHITE SANDS (TDRSS, 3T) - GP-58887/8/9.
Each circuit logged 7 failures in April. It appears that the CMA's are random
failures and not related. Noise is reported on 3 different incidents followed
by a microwave failure (Greenbelt-Garden City) on 10 April for 38 minutes; a
mud slide on the 15th for 2:52 hours; and a cable problem in Kansas on the





NASCOM FAIL URE A NA LYSIS PROGRAM
TROUBL E CATEG ORI E S
L E G E N D
CODE	 DEFINITIONS (RFO'S) AND KEYWORDS ARE UNDERLINED FOR EACH CATEGORY
A	 UNDETERMINED CAUSES - N.T.F.'S, TEST OK - S, AND OTHER SHORT LOSSES
20 wins or less) THAT CLEARED BEFORE ISOLATION, OR CHECKOUT.
B	 LEASED SERVICES FAULT (LOSS OF SERVICE DUE TO FAILURE OR DEGRA-
DATION OF SERVICE CAUSED BY THE COMMERCIAL CARRIERS EQUIPMENT,
SYSTEM OR FACILITIES).
C	 ISOLATION/COORDINATION AND/OR COMMERCIAL CARRIER "CONTROL" TIME,
(INCLUDES C.W.C.'S AND PERSONNEL ACTIONS/ERRORS).
D	 LOSS OF SERVICE DUE TO GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL FAULT.
E	 GOVERNMENT PROVIDED COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT FAULT.
F	 GOVERNMENT PROVIDED FACILITIES FAULT (OTHER THAN COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT) .
G	 RADIO FREQUENCY ANOMALIES - FADING, SOLAR CONJUNCTION NOISE INTER-
FERENCE FROM OTHER SIGNALS OR OTHER "PROPAGATION DIFFICULTIES".
M	 MAN-MADE DAMAGE TO OR LOSS OF FACILITIES OR EQUIPMENT BY OTHER
THEN COMMUNICATIONS PERSONNEL.
N	 NATURAL (ACTS OF NATURE) DAMAGE TO OR LOSS OF EQUIPMENT OR
FACILITIES.
P	 FAILURE OF STATION OR FACILITIES ELECTRICAL POWER.
CODE	 OUTAGE CHARGED
A, B, C TO THE RESPONSIBLE COMMERCIAL CARRIER: FU:
FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND REBATE/CRET
APPLICABLE.
G. M, No & P	 TO THE RESPONSIBLE COMMERCIAL CARRIER FOR
CREDIT ONLY.
(A), D, E. F, & (P)	 FOR NASCOM PERFORMANCE ONLY.
NOTE: A & P MAY BE EITHER COMMERCIAL CARRIER OR NASCOM FAULTS DEPEND]
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i8% C - Carrier Control Time
i5% N — Acts of Nature Damage
'6' A — Undetermined Causes
72 G — R.F. Anomalies
6% F — Goverment Facilities
3% P — Electrical Power
7% M — Man—Made Damage
3% E — Government Equipment
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Figure 3A. Percentage of Lost Time by Trouble Category
for the Current Month
Figure 3A: DATA DISCUSSION
Figure 3A above shows that Commercial Carrier Systems Faults (B) accounted
for 68.85% of all network lost time for April followed by 18.58% for Carrier
Control Time (C). The significant increase from last month was category B, up
52%; and the greatest decrease being Government Equipment Fault (E), from 5.17%
to 0.032. Acts of Nature Damage (N) is 4.65% and in large is due to the mud
slide 15 April at Pemsboro, West Virginia.
Table IIIA: SUMMARY
Table IIIA is presented showing the outage hours for all categories in
April and their respective totals. There were 1113:47 outage hours And a
calculated 99.75% availability. The Systems Fault (B) category fo: all modes
accrued 760:49 hours followed by Carrier Control Time (C) of 206:57 hours.
The network video circuits exhibited a low availability for April (97.9:") due







6%	 Analog Voice Grade (VOC
19% Digital Narrow-band Data
18% Teletype
4% Analog Narrow-band Data
,4% Video
Figure 3B. Percentage of CMA's By Mode of Service
for the Current Month
Figure 3B: DATA DISCUSSION
Figure 3B above shows the breakdown percentages by mode of service for
April. The Alternate Voice Data mode contributed 41.03% of all interruptions
documented followed by 19.06% on Digital Wideband Data circuits. The number
of CMA's for digital wideband circuits increased substantially from :March
(4.91%).
Table IIIB: SUMMARY
Table IIIB presents the number of interruptions for each mode of service
and is cross referenced to the individual trouble categories. There were 446
CMA's and a mean-restore-time of 2.50 hours on 188 circuits. The mean-restore-
time for the video mode is 75.12 hours followed by 10.55 hours on Analog Nar-
rowband Data circuits. The network MTTRes (2.50 hours) is a significant
improvement from March (6.48 hours) and is better than the established 24
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CIRCUITS WITH LOW AVAILABILITIES
ORIGINAL- PAGE IU
OF POOR QUALITY
GWDD-5372, Pasadena via Satcom.
The circuit has not met the network objective for the last six consecutive
months. The wideband link had 3 interruptions in April totalling 7:53
hours. A large percentage of outages are attributed to leased system faults
in the Pasadena area. For the last 6 months the average availability of
-5372 is 99.20%. During this period there have been 20 CMA's and a MTTRes
of 1.69 hours.
TGFR-1, Wessling/Madrid.
The teletype link has failed to surpass the objective for five consecutive
months. Its 12 month long term mean is 99.25% which shows sub-standard
operational capabilities. Historical maintenance data indicates that carrier
problems exist on the Madrid/Frankfurt segment. The circuit achieved a 99.39%
availability in April showing 5 CMA's and 4:24 outage hours.
GDA-58269, Moffett/Pasadena.
The narrovband circuit has exhibited four consecutive months of low avail-
ability. one outage occurzed in April for 17:35 hours due to a foreign tone on
the line. The problem was cleared while in the process of checking. Its 12
month 'Long term mean is 99.31%. The circuit has shown a small number of
interruptions however the restoration times appear lengthy.
GDA-58379, Moffett/Pasadena.
There were two outages in April for 3:30 hours and a calculated availability
of 99.51x. It has not met the 99.80% objective for four consecutive months.
It appears that the circuit has frequent high bit error rates and cannot be
isolated to segment or system. It is suggested that tests be conduccid to




Introduction	 OF POOR QUALITY
In this section the Network Review and Analysis Group has presented selected
circuits that have expressed low availability parameters aperiodically.
The long term availability, corrective-maintenance-actions (CMA's), and extended
outage hours were used in determining its special presentation and analysis.
The individual circuits shown in this section were found to be contributing
agents that affected the overall NASCOM Network Availability trend, shown in
Figure 2, and include respective statistics on predominant failure categories.
These circuits either failed to meet the NASCOM network objective of 99.80% or
the networks MTTRES of 2.92 hours, or both. In addition, a Chi Square Distribu-
tion was used (point estimate) using a 50% confidence limit and 2 degrees of
freedom when the circuit had operational hours but experienced no (CMA's) for
that month. Future reports will present selected circuits that fail to meet
established standards or have deteriorating operational characteristics.
GDA-58506. Canberra via Jamesburg
The data shown in the table presents failure activity for 16 months, January
1982 through April 1983. The link did not support network operations) during
April, May, August, and September 1982. There were 6496.0 operational
hours, 31 CMA'S, and 61:54 outage hours. The cir,. • its 16 month mean-time-to-
restore (MTTRes) is 1.996 hours nd is better Vi.,*, :he networks' baseline of
2.92 hours.
The statistics were gathered in an attempt to isolate problem areas due to
aperiodic low availabilities. The circuit has failed to meet the network
objective eight of the twelve months and has established an aggregate low
parameter of 99.05% which indicates a condition not suitable for mission
support. Since Jauuary 1982, twenty of the thirty-one CMA's are attributed
to the Australian region and another three on the GSFC/San Francisco segment.
Data was plotted from the statistics in the table and is presented in
graphical form. Both trends appear favorable for the 16 month period
excluding 4 months that were not plotted. The restore mean (during its 12
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GDA-58652, Myadrid via TAT-6 Cable
	 OF c-uOR ^: ALIT'Y
The circuit was analyzed over a 16 month period, January 1982 through April
1983, in an attempt to identify areas of concern. The table shows 11633.0
operational hours for this interval, 64:13 total outage hours, and a signifi-
cant amount of interruptions, 101. It has failed to meet the network
availability objective the last 12 consecutive months and has a 16 month
availability baseline of 99.44%. la spite of the number of interruptions
the baseline mean-restore-n me of 0.639 hours reflects expedient restorative
actions. Of the total CMA's ( 101) documented during this period, 57
(56.43X) were classified B-outages, Leased Systems Fault.
Further analysis, since January 1982, reveals the following data. Of the
101 CMA ' s 78 were in Spain; 39 of the 78 were at Madrid; 29 of the 78 were
cut coaxial cables or cable problems in Spain; and 24 of the 101 were
cleared-while-checking. Of the 24, 12 of 12 were cleared in Spain when
GSFC's receive path was a reported open condition.
Also presented is a graphical interpretation of the data shown in the table.
The restore-trend over the 16 month interval is not a major concern because
all plots are below the network baseline. The significance of this graph are
the MTBCMA plots, respectively. The circuit has exhibited an unfavorable
performance level since May 1982; for the past 12 months; and it is recommended
that -58652 be deactivated and replaced with a more reliable TAT.
1982, J F M- A M J J A 5 0 N 0 J F M A 1183
GOA-5802 : MTBCL4A AND MTTRES TRENDS.
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WUI-186, Chilton (IRAS CC) 	
OF POOR QUALITY
The wideband circuit GSFC/Chilton has been in ope:- Lion since August 1982.
An analysis was performed because -186 has exhibited aperiodic low avails-
bilities and a 9 month 97.55% availability mean. It has logged 6480.0
operational hours, 28 CMA ' s, and 158:39 outage hours. The overall mean-restore-
time is 5.66 hours which is worse than the established 24 month parameter.
Outage hours within category B; commercial carrier System Faults; represent
64.10% of the total lost time. The single interruption in Setember 1982 of
47:34 hours was a result of a faulty line in Chilton, England. Other
failures, since August 1982, indicate that equipment problems exist on the
Mondial-Hadley-Didicott segments and satellite interference anomalies which
impede data throughput.
Also presented is a graph depicting the MTBCMA and MTTRes trends. Cf
particular concern is the unfavorable MTBCMA trend. It appears that the
trend will not reverse until there is a higher equipment reliability in the
Eurcnean area.
WUI- I B(o 9 MONTH
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346:09 142 2.4376 10(00)
185:29 122 1.3203
508::3 203 2.3059 ,^
564:31 153 3.6896
376:04 173 2.1736
751:45 236 3.1166 S
533:26 155 3.4413 IK00)
591:56 186 3.1200
623:27 155 4.0222 N
1148:48 206 5.573
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FIU.4: Ito MONTH 5-CATEGORY ACMES TREND.
Figure 4: SRy
Since January 1983, Network Review and Analysis has presented several network
M
,TTRes illustrations. Shown above is another example, and !n this case the
commercial carriers' impact since the network utilizes 99.50 %
 leased services.
Category "B," as defined in the trouble category legend, watt plottted for the
last 16 months. Commencing September 1982, the mean
—time— to—restore data has
increased steadily. Leased service interruptions and faults commencing August
1982 have proportionally increased. Factors affecting this trend may be the
divestiture of AT&T and the formation of independent BOC's.
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Analysis of Nascom Network Analog Wideband Data Circuits (WBD)
Introduction
An analysis of all analog wideband data (WBD) circuits was performed by
Network Review and Analysis (NR&A) for 12 months; May 1982 through April 1983.
The purpose of the study was to determine the WBD system avail ability and
reliability . The data contained herein was compiled from the maintenance data
historical records and is presented in the table. Refer to the Nascom System
Development Plan (NSDP) for a more detailed over view and definitions.
Data Discussion
The analysis was conducted in a continuing attempt to isolate specific
problems within the NASCOM Network. The table shows the monthly statistics
since May 1982 and includes the operational hours, the number of corrective-
maintenance-actions (CMA's), the mean-time-betweer,-corrective-maintenance-
actions (MTBCMA), the monthly accrued outage hours, the mean-time-to-restore
(MTTRes) calculation, and the respective availability for the month. The WBD
system has exhibited superior operational support for the past 12 months. For
the interval, 112593.0 scheduled operational hours were logged on 14 circuits.
There were 7 CMA's thereby establishing a MTBCMA baseline of 16084.7 hours and
a MTTRes baseline of 5.128 hours. The system failed to meet the network
availability objective one month however the overall ?9.97% parameter reflects
high reliability towards mission support. The outage that occured in July
1982 on RMW-2 for 24:20 hours (Madrid STDN/Robledo) was due to an open condition
caused by man-made damage between NASCOM and the site. In September 1982, an
outage on GWAP-8090-T (Houston via Satcom) for 3:46 hours was restored by
increasing output power at the Greenbelt transmitter. Another circuit,
GWAP-8045-T (Sioux Falls via Satcom) was alsc affected for the same length of
time. On November 16th, NCW-102 (Canberra) failed for 40 minutes; it cleared
while checking. On February 8, 198?, GWAP-8045-T was again affected for 40
minutes. The commercial carrier increased power at Greenbelt and changed
antennas. Two outages affected the MTBCMA for March 1983. On the seventh,
GWAP-8045-T failed due to negative contact and was cleared while checking 1:57
hours later. The second interruption impaired NCW-102 on the twenty-ninth due
to a broken interconnect wire at Mt. Stromlo, Australia, lasting for 45
minutes.
WBD Summary
The data shown in this special presentation of the NASCOM-WBD indicates
that the system is operating above network standards and objectives. In the
"Data Discussion" it appears that GWAP-8045-T is the only circuit having
multiple outages. The WBD MTTRes baseline of 5.128 hours is not an adverse
condition although it is worse than the established 2.92 hours network parameter.
NR&A will continue to monitor the WBD system and report anomalies as they
arise.
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GR i uNAL PAGE 4S
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT REPORT FOR MAY 1983	 OF POOR QUALITY
NETWORK REVIEW AND ANALYSIS DATA ACTIVITY
1.0 TROUBLE TICKETS RECEIVED .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 299
2.0 NO. OF CIRCUITS RELEASED FOR :"SAINT. OR OTHER PURPOSES .	 .	 . .	 ,	 . 47
3.0 NUMBER OF COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE AUTHORIZATION (CSA's) RECEIVED . 55
4.0 ANALYSES IN PROGRESS
The following analyses are in progress and will be presented in future
reports:
o GWDD-8014, Houston (JSC) via SATCOM;
o GDA-58550, 9ermuda via Andover;
o GDA-58456, Madrid via TAT-5 Cable;
o GDA-59052, Madrid via TAT-6 Cable;
o E-1044, Madrid via Etam;
o NASCOM NETWORK TELETYPE CIRCUITS.
NR3A WILL CONSIDER ANALYSIS OF ANY CIRCUIT NOMINATED BY THE READER THAT MAY
WARRANT FAILURE. ANALYSIS. PLEASE COMPLETE THE FORM BELOW AND MAIL TO THE












ACT Australian Capital Territory Australia
AFB Air Force Base
AFCERL Air Force Communications Electronic Hanscom Field, Mass.
Research Lab
AFETR Air Force Eastern Test Range Patrick AFB, FL,
AFWTR Air Force Western Test Range Vandenberg AFB, CA.
AFS Air Force Station
ALASCOM Alaska Communications, Inc. U.S.A.
ARC Ames Research Center Moffett Field, CA.
ASC American Satellite Corporation U.S.A.
ATC Australian Telecommunications Australia
Commission
ATT American Telephone and Telegraph U.S.A.
Company
AOS Atlantic Ocean Satellite
BTI British Telecoamunication International Great Britain
bps bits per second
BTCF Buckhorn Technical Control Facility Buckhorn, CA.
CD&SC Communications Distribution 6 Kennedy Space Can-
Switching Center ter, FL.
CITCO California Interstate Telephone Co. California
CCAFS Cape Canaveral Air Force Station Florida
CMA Corrective Maintenance Action
COMMCEN Communications Center
COMPAC Trans-Pacific Submarine Telephone Vancouver /I..nolulu/
Cable Sydney
COMSAT Communications Satellite Corporation Worldwide
(Agent for INTELSAT)
COMSTAR AT b T Domestic Satellite
COTC Teleglobe Canada Canada
CRC Communications Research Center Shirley's Bay, Can.
CTNE Compania Telefonica Nac^ onal Do Espana Spain
CTO Communications Technicsz.. Office
CUC Computer Usage Corporation Bethesda.,	 .y.








C&P Chesapeake 6 Potomac Telephone Co. U.S.A.
DAT Analog Narrowband Data
DCA Defense Communications Agency U.S.A.
DCR Daily Communications Report
DDS. Digital Narrowband Data
DFRC Dryden Flight Research Center Edwards AFB.
DOD Department of Defense U.S.A
DSCC Deep Space Communication Center Canberra, Australia
DSS Deep Space Site
HXTEL Empresa Nacional de Telecommunications Chile
ETE External Telecommunications Executive England
FAA Federal Aviation Agency U.S.A.
FTC French Telecommunications, Inc. NY
GDA Ground Data Alternate
GE General Electric Valley Forge, PA.
GP' Government Post Office (Agent for ETE) England
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center Greenbelt, MD.
HF High Frequency
ICS International Communications Senegal Dakar
L14C International Maintenance Control
INTELSAT International Telecommunications Worldwide
Satellite Consortium
IOS Indian Ocean Satellite
ITT ITT World Communications, Inc. Worldw{ de
JHU Johns Hopkins University (Applied Baltimore, MD.
Physics Laboratory)
JPL Jet Propulsion Lab, Cal Tech. U. Pasadena, CA.
JSC Johnson Space Center Houston, TX.
kbps kilobits per second
kHz Ki to He rt z
KSC Kennedy Space Center Merritt Island, FL.
LERC Lewis Research Center Cleveland, OH.
LRC Langley Research Center Hampton, CA.







MCC Mission Control Center Johnson Space Center,
TX
MCI MCI Telecommunications Inc. U.S.A.
MH. •• MegaHe its
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology Cambridge, MA.
MOBLAS Mobile Laser Van






NASCOM NASA Communications Worldwide
NCAR National Center for At- Spheric Research Boulder, CO.
NOAH National Oceanic and Atmospheric Suitland, MD.
Administration
OTC Overseas Telecommunications Commission Australia b Pacific
PDL Ponce De Leon Florida, U.S.A.
POS Pacific Ocean Satellite
PTT Pacific Telephone b Telegraph Company U.S.A.
RCA RCA Global Communications, Inc. Worldwide
RCAAM RCA American Communications, Inc. U.S.A.
RFO Reason for Outage
RI Rockwell International Corporation Downey, CA.
SAO Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Cambridge, MA.
SATCOM RCA American Comm Inc. Domestic Satellite
SBT Southern Bell Telephone Company U.S.A.
SLC Science Laboratory Corp. El Segundo, CA.
SPAR SPAR Aerospace Agency Weston, Canada







SWB Southwestern Bell Telephone Company U.S.A.
TAT Trans-Atlantic Submarine Telephone U.S.A. East Coast/
Cable (TAT-1, 2, etc.) Europe
TDRSS Tracking Data Relay Satellite System U.S.A.
TRANSPAC Trans-Pacific Submarine Cable (ATT) Hawaii/Guam
TRT TRT Telecommunications Corporation Worldwide
TTY Teletype
UHF Ultra High Frequency (300-3000 MHz)
USGS United States Geological Survey U.S.A.
VDA Analog Alternate Voice/Data
VF Voice Frequency
VFTG Voice Frequency Telegraph Terminal
VFX Facsimile
VHF Very High Frequency (30-300 MHz)
VID Video
VOC Analog Voice Grade
WBD Analog Wideband Data
WCSC West Coast Switching Center Pasadena, CA.
WDD Digital Wideband Data
WESTAR Western Union Domestic Satellite
WSMC Western Space and Missile Center Vandenberg, CA
WUI Western Union International, Worldwide
Incorporated
WUT Western Union Telephone Company U.S.A.
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